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had divided the carcasses longitudinally, and carried away 
with him all the upper halves. The reading of the enigma 
seems to be, that when the creatures lay down and died, the 
gypsum in which their remains occur was soft enough to per
mit their under sides to sink into it, and that then, gradual
ly hardening, it kept the bones in their places ; while the 
uncovered upper sides, exposed to the disintegrating influ .. 
ences, either mouldered away piecemeal, or were removed by 
accident. The bones of the larger animals of the basin are 
usually found detached ; and ere they could be re-construct. 
ed into perfect skeletons, they taxed the extraordinary powers 
of tl1e greatest of comparative anatomists. Rather more than 
twenty different species of extinct mammals have been de
tected in tl1e Paris Basin,-not a great number, it may be 
thought ; and yet for so limited a locality we may deem it 
not a very small one, when we take into account the fact 
that all our native mammals of Britain and Ireland amount 
(according to Fleming), if we except the Cetacere and the 
seals, to but forty species. 

In the Middle or Miocene Tertiary, pacl1yderms, though 
of a wholly different type from their predecessors, are still 
the prevailing forms. The Dinotherium, one of the greatest 
quadrupedal mammals that ever lived, seems to have formed 
a connecting link in this middle age between the Pachyder
mata and the Cetacere. Each ramus of the u11der jaw, which 
in the larger specimens are fully four feet in length, bore at 
the symphysis a great bent tusk turned downwards, which 
appears to have been employed as a pick .. axe in uprooting 
the aquatic plants and liliaceous roots on which the creature 
seems to have lived. The head, which measured about three 
feet across,-a breadth sufficient, surely, to satisfy the de
mands of the most exacting phrenologist,-was provided with 
muscles of enormous strength, an~nged so as to give potent 
effect to the operations of this strange tool. The hinder part 
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